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1. Guided documents

(EU) Regulation 139/2014

Version management for process-relevant documents is a complex task and a prerequisite for the 
smooth running of any management system.

General requirements for the documentation of airport operators are specified in (EU) regulation 
139/2014:

ADR.OR.E.010 Documentation requirements

(a) The aerodrome operator shall ensure the availability of any other documentation  
 required and associated amend ments.

(b) The aerodrome operator shall be capable of distributing operational 
 instructions and other information without delay.

Every process flow is described in process descriptions, work and service instructions, handbooks, legis-
lative texts and regulations. The implementation of these guidelines by trained personnel ensures that 
processes can proceed without any derivation in compliance with all guidelines.

With every change of these process-relevant documents it must be ensured that all employees are 
informed in good time about the process changes, so that the process flow is in line with the new re-
quirements from when the change comes into effect.

This point, which is essential for a management system, was emphasised in the permissible verification 
procedure and implementation instructions:

AMC1 ADR.OR.D.015(d);(e) Personnel requirements 

DISTRIBUTION OF RULES AND PROCEDURES 
The aerodrome operator should have a system in place to distribute the rules and 
procedures to personnel to exercise their duties and responsibilities. 

GM1 ADR.OR.D.015(d);(e) Personnel requirements 

DISTRIBUTION MEANS OF RULES AND PROCEDURES 
The aerodrome operator may use electronic means, or conventional means to distrib-
ute rules and procedures to personnel. The method used should verify that the in-
formation reached the intended recipient.

Document management in the eControl aviation Training and Qualification Management 
(TQMS)”software module guarantees implementation of these requirements in accordance with the 
law.
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Management systems in general - DIN (EN) ISO 9001

A glance at the standard “DIN (EN) ISO 9001” reveals the following: 

Section 4.2 Documentation requirements

The quality management system documentation shall include

c) documented procedures and records required by this International Standard, and

d) documents, including records, determined by the organization to be necessary to  
   ensure the effective planning, operation and control of its processes.

Guided documents are, of course, also an element of a quality management system according to DIN 
(EN) ISO 9001.

In the context of this standard guided documents include all process-relevant documents, the current 
status of which must be available in the company, and for which any changes, including the release of 
the amended versions, must be performed in a well-regulated process.
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2. Read & Sign for guided documents 

The distribution of documents and document versions and the verification of the acknowledgement 
of these changes is an organisational necessity.

The documentation of processes and systems, including the associated documents or document ver-
sions, is a basic component of every management system. These operationally relevant documents and 
notifications include written documentation on the processes and systems.

Not just EASA and ICAO but every management system requires that employees have been trained 
in the current process documentation and are therefore in a position to deal with the process chain 
correctly.

As soon as new process versions are available in the form of new documents, these must be distributed 
to the relevant group of people. There then needs to be acknowledgement of these amendments in 
line with auditing requirements, so that it can be proven to third parties at any time that all employ-
ees are working with the latest document version.

In the simplest case a distribution of document versions including the associated supporting docu-
ments can be done with eControl.

The elements “Personnel were trained on ..” in the use of documents XY and “in doing so attained the 
qualification ABC” can be activated at any time.

A simple introduction can be made with eControl aviation, which can be gradually transferred into an 
integrated management system.
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Further information about this procedure can be found 
in our Whitepaper: „Read & Sign“
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3. Read & Sign – the simplest case

The simplest case and introduction should be highlighted in this white paper – Read & Sign for any 
documents.

This is the process in summary:

Substantiate acknowledgementsStep 5
page 20

Read & Sign – overview for guided documentsStep 6
page 21

Overview of all documentsStep 7
page 22

Step 4
page 18

Monitor acknowledgements consistently

Audit-compliant, automatic confirmation of acknowledgementStep 3
page 14

Flexible acknowledgement of information by the employees 
concerned via web, e-mail or hierarchical superiors & automatic 
confirmation of acknowledgement in line with audit requirements.

Updating or amendment of system-relevant informationStep 1
page 8

Step 2
page 11
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3.1 Step 1: Compile new documents/update document versions

Which documents and information can be included? 

Which documents can be guided?

When updating system-relevant information the information content and how it is documented are 
not important.

The information can either be:

• New document  (any file format)

• Amended document (any file format) or

• General information text / operational publications  
(e.g. “Safety audit for the ground service area on 03.02.2017”) 

How are employees assigned? 

Classification takes place via “Information containers”. In this way it is established for which 

• Internal employees or 

• External people 

the information is relevant.  

It is optional how these “Information containers” are structured: 

3.1 
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Fully automated version management for updated documents.

The eControl system carries out fully automated version management in the background, which en-
sures that old document versions can also be provided if necessary.

As soon as a new version is uploaded and saved, eControl assigns a new version number – the distri-
bution of this new document version can then start.

How does the recipient know what has been changed?

Every Read & Sign requirement includes a title and a relevant text, which makes it easier for the 
recipient to fully understand the changes. This is particularly important because, from experience, 
the number of “guided documents” should be kept small. In practice handbooks are then produced, 
which specifically inform the recipient of the changes that are relevant to him/her.
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How can version changes be documented without the Read & Sign requirement?

The system saves the name of the employee whose document changes activate the Read & Sign re-
quirement. If requested it can also be documented who reviewed the change and then approved the 
implementation.

By doing so eControl documents which employee decided that the change does not require any spe-
cial training but can be understood independently by the employees concerned.

If a new document version is released that does not contain any changes requiring acknowledge-
ment from the employees concerned, this is also to be documented in the dialogue mentioned on 
the previous page.

What is to be done about changes in document versions which are not relevant to my 
employees?

A new version is a new version – however it does not need to be accompanied by company-wide 
Read & Sign if the changes are only relevant for a small number of employees. 

Provided that there is appropriate structuring in place, those employees for whom the changes are 
relevant can be obliged to acknowledge them. In line with auditing requirements it is also recorded 
that no acknowledgement was required from all other employees.
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3.2 Step 2: Immediate notification of employees concerned

How, when and to whom is the Read & Sign notification sent?

The eControl TQMS sends Read & Sign automated notifications in the form of e-mails to the employ-
ees concerned and, in summary form, to the respective hierarchical superiors.

The fully automated delivery of e-mails occurs immediately after the posting of the Read & Sign 
requirement in real-time. The immediate sending is important for process changes/instructions – par-
ticularly if the changes/instructions come into immediate effect.

What message do employees concerned receive?

Below is an example of a Read & Sign e-mail message. The “Automatic Read & Sign requirement” 
system text template is provided for these Read & Sign messages and can be adapted or formatted 
and amended by the customer if necessary.

The text template “9900000” is available for storing these mass e-mails.

3.2 
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What message do hierarchical superiors receive?

The hierarchical superior receives a summary e-mail that clearly states which employees need to ac-
knowledge the change:
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How are employees without e-mail accounts included?

Employees without e-mail access can only be reached via the hierarchical superiors.

These hierarchical superiors must at least have e-mail access. There are no plans to send Read & 
Sign notifications by post. The posting of notifications can only take place via the signature of the 
employee or hierarchical superior – if neither the employee nor the hierarchical superior has e-mail 
or access to the system, no legally binding signature can be generated. If external companies are to 
be involved with employees and superiors, who have neither e-mail nor access to the system, every 
internal employee can assume the part of a liaison/contact.
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3.3 Step 3: Flexible acknowledgements from employees

Which possibilities for acknowledgement does the system support?

By the qualified participant by

• E-mail link or 

• My eControl - Read & Sign  

and additionally also through the hierarchical superior by 

• My eControl - Read & Sign 

3.3.1  Independent acknowledgement via e-mail

The employee concerned receives an e-mail containing a confirmation link. By clicking this link the 
employee confirms that he has acknowledged the information. The e-mail sent by the system was 
already explained in “Step 2”.

Clicking on the link: 

...activates the return of an e-mail to the system, which is automatically interpreted by the system 
and causes a “posting” of the acknowledgement.

3.3 

3.3.1 
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3.3.2  Independent acknowledgement as an eControl user

Every eControl user can independently confirm acknowledgement of new document versions via 
the menu option My eControl – Read & Sign. 

A click on the button: 

...initiates saving of the user’s e-mail signature in line with auditing requirements and acknowl-
edgement of the document version is documented with this signature.

The following dialogue listed is not only suitable for posting acknowledgements but also for a 
well-laid out presentation of all outstanding notifications.

3.3.2 
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3.3.3  Acknowledgement by the superior

In operational practice, the acknowledgement of new document versions is often done by the 
hierarchical superior. The superior can, for example, carry out a group briefing of several people 
upon starting work or a shift.

In the following example, 4 of the logged-on superior’s employees have to acknowledge receiv-
ing the “Version 3.2 Document: Safety Instructions from 11/04/2016 15:17”” and the information 
contained therein.

 
The hierarchical superior can generate a signature list at the press of a button.

Upon signing, the individual employee documents acknowlegement of the changes, which he/
she has compiled him/herself or which were explained to him/her within a group briefing. This 
“leading original document” can, of course, also be saved in the system in the form of a scanned 
document if requested.

3.3.3 
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3.4 Step 4: Monitor acknowledgements consistently

eControl supports employees, superiors and those responsible for the process in ensuring acknowl-
edgement of document versions through various automations and reports.

4a: Who has not yet confirmed acknowledgement?

Checking for overdue acknowledgements can be carried out by the employees concerned or by hier-
archical superiors in the My eControl - Read & Sign dialogue listed on the previous page.

The„  Guided documents and persons“ report can be specifically limited to outstanding acknowl-
edgements and thus provides an overview of all employees who need to be motivated to confirm 
receipt.

Questions which this report covers:

 – “Which people should know about which document in the respective valid document 
version?”

 – “In which context have these people gained knowledge of the document version?”

 – “Which people have not yet responded to the Read & Sign requirements for acknowl-
edging receipt?”

 – “Which document is familiar in its current version to which people?”

3.4 
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4b: Circular e-mail for outstanding acknowledgements - automated tracking

After it has been established which people have not yet confirmed acknowledgement,  they can be 
informed again through the eControl mail centre by circular e-mail about the failure to respond to 
this requirement.
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3.5 Step 5: Substantiate acknowledgements

With eControl it can be verified at any time via the „  Guided documents verification“ report which 
employees acknowledged the respective document version and when.

This verification can be carried out in line with auditing requirements not only for the latest versions 
but also for all older document versions. The “Guided documents verification” report also includes 
verifications for document versions that have already been acknowledged as having been received 
but only come into effect in the future.

Questions which this report covers:

 – “Who confirmed acknowledgement of which document version and when?” 

 – “In which context did the person gain knowledge of the changes to  the respective docu-
ment version?” 

 – “Which information did the employees have available to understand the changes?” 

 – “Were employees always informed before new document versions came into force and 
thus always suitably qualified?” 

 

This report can also be called up by employees themselves – limited to their own notifications - or by 
a superior for him-/herself and his/her hierarchically subordinate employees.

3.5 
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3.6 Step 6: Read & Sign – overview for guided documents

The „  Guided documents statistics“ report shows in overview which document versions have been 
acknowledged by the respective employees.

Questions which this report covers:

 – “Which Read & Sign requirements are outstanding in which context?” 

 – “How many Read & Sign requirements have been acknowledged as having been 
received?” 

3.6 
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3.7 Step 7: Overview of all documents

The „ Guided documents“ report states which documents are “guided” by the system. The “con-
trolling” of a document means that employees must verifiably acknowledge the latest document 
version, if these documents are relevant to the respective employee from a process point of view.

Questions covered by this report:

 – “Which documents are guided in conjunction with which processes?”

 – “Which changes do the newest document version show?”

 – “Which older document versions were guided previously and how have they been 
changed?” 

3.7 
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